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SASS®2300 WETTED-WALL AIR SAMPLER
The SASS®2300 delivers all the performance you need in a
portable aerosol particle collection system. Extremely long
sampling protocols of up to several days are supported and
sample fluid volume is maintained constant over the entire
collection period, independent of ambient air temperature or
relative humidity, providing unsurpassed monitoring capabilities
in environments ranging from farmyards to hospitals to
battlefields. Best of all, single or multiple units can be
controlled wirelessly and users can download their own
customized sampling protocols into the units.

The SASS 2300 Air Sampler extracts and transfers airborne
pathogens, particulates, bacteria and spores from sampled air
to small water volume for analysis. It employs a patented
wetted-wall aerosol collection method that has received U.S.
Department of Homeland Security Certification under the U.S.
Safety Act of 2002.

It has been successfully used to detect the airborne viral pathogens that cause exotic Newcastle
disease and hoof-and-mouth disease, as well as strains of avian flu virus in California
commercial poultry flocks*.

*Sharon K. Hietala, et al., J. Vet. Diagn. Invest., 17, 198 (2005). Printed with permission of
AAVLD.

SASS 2300 Photo Gallery

Collection cycles may be many hours in length

Liquid sample unaffected by ambient conditions

Choose your own automated protocols

Onboard automated sample vial filling

Wireless operation and control option

Convenient threaded inlet and outlet ports

Long-life primary and rechargeable batteries

Portable: Impact- and water-resistant case
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SASS 2300 Data Sheet

SASS 2300 photo gallery

Using SASS 2300 Presentation

Frequently Asked Questions (opens in new window)

Decontaminating the SASS 2300 Tech Note

Product bibliography

Power Measurements and Battery Life Estimates

SASS Air Sampler Comparison Chart

SASS Series Collection Efficiency chart

Candidate Disinfectants for Research International Products

SASS 2300 technology used by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in their Autonomous Pathogen Detection System (APDS) This is a
7.80MB PDF

Bluetooth Biolink™Wireless Units provide plug-and-play wireless communication between any Research International product and a remote PC
or laptop.

The SASS 2300 collects both particulates and water-soluble chemical vapors from the air. These materials are extracted from the
sampled air and trapped in a small volume of liquid that can be removed at any time for analysis. Distilled water is typically the
sample liquid of choice and no additives or surfactants are required for high efficiency. Trace aerosol concentrations can be
amplified by extending the sampling time to hours or days.

Air is drawn in through a threaded adapter on the unit's exterior. This adapter allows the mounting of your own accessories such
as flexible intake tubes, filters and nozzles. A built-in peristaltic pump can transfer liquid samples to an external analyzer for
immediate analysis, or to a sample vial filling station mounted on the back of the unit. This filling station is convenient for
dispensing all or a part of the liquid sample into a dropper bottle of the type used with lateral flow bioassay tickets.

Figure 1: SASS 2300 fluid management system.

FLUID CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The particle extraction process involves intimate mixing of incoming air with re-circulating sample water. To prevent evaporation,
liquid volume is monitored with a proprietary sensor attached to the water feedback tube. When the sample water inventory falls
below a preset level, a microprocessor-controlled peristaltic pump meters a small amount of clean water into the re-circulation
loop from an onboard water reservoir to bring the level back to set point. Water inventories can be maintained within a range of
about 4 cc to 5 cc with an accuracy of a few tenths of a cc for periods of hours to days (U.S. Patent 6,532,835). Since the re-
circulation loop does not use a mechanical pump, power consumption is minimized, delicate organisms are not damaged, and
cleaning is simplified.

Samples may be removed at any time using an onboard peristaltic pump. When the unit is operated manually, air flow is stopped
during the sample transfer process to allow fluid films to collect as a pool in the bottom of the unit. If the unit is being operated
remotely via the serial digital link, air sampling may continue during the sample transfer process. The user can in either case
elect to discharge the sample to an onboard sample vial or to a discharge spigot at the rear of the instrument.

The distilled water used by the SASS for sample collection is not generally compatible with analytical procedures used to identify
any captured biologicals; most require some buffer such as phosphate-buffered saline. Sample vials for the SASS are provided
with a lyophilized buffer that reconstitutes when the sample is pumped in to provide a liquid ready for direct application to lateral
flow immunoassays such as the DoD Hand-held Assays (HHAs) or equivalent. Please see our Application Note,“Suitability of
SASS 2300 Sample Vials and SASS 3010 Sample Vials for use with Hand-Held Assays,”for description of our test procedure.
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Aerosol collection characteristics are similar to those of the SASS 2000, but with significant improvements in particle retention
over long collection periods. Figure 2 shows the effect of water inventory on the concentration and total number of 1 micron
particles in the water phase. From this Figure it can be seen that about 5 cc of water provides optimum performance. The effect
of fluid charge is modest as long as very lean, low water charges are avoided.

Figure 2: The effect of water inventory on the total number of particles collected and particle concentration in the water
sample. Polystyrene microbeads, 1 micron diameter.

The similar SASS 2000 system has been tested at a number of facilities including Dugway Proving Grounds, Aberdeen Proving
Grounds, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Battelle Columbus, and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). A test of
nine 'personal' sampler designs was conducted at Dugway Proving grounds in April 1997 against airborne Bacillus globigii in a
controlled atmosphere chamber. In these tests, the number median aerodynamic spore diameter was 0.9 microns while the mass
median diameter was 2.9 microns. At that time, Research International's prototype system tied with two cyclone-based devices
for highest concentration factor versus time.

A second set of tests was run at BIO911 in December 1997 in which 11 different samplers were examined. In the period between
the two test series, Research International made several improvements to the design that reduced water inventory and made the
interior less likely to trap particles. In these tests, the SASS 2000 came in second, performing slightly lower in overall
performance than the front-runner, but both it and the first-place system were substantially better than other systems tested. Its
favorable performance is particularly notable since the number one system weighed four times as much and consumed 42 times
more electric power.

Detailed examinations of SASS 2000 capture efficiency have been performed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Battelle
Columbus over the past five years. A compilation of these test results, plotted as capture efficiency versus particle size, is
provided in Figure 3. Finally, in portable air sampler tests performed by Battelle Columbus in 2004, no other portable unit was
found to be more efficient that the SASS 2000 series.

Figure 3: Collection efficiency for various particle types at low aerosol concentration.
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SOFTWARE INTERFACE
The SASS 2300 air sampler is microcontroller-based and can function as a stand-alone unit or connected to other sampling,
detection or communication systems via RS-232 or wireless link. Purpose-designed software allows for streamlined integration
with Research International's RAPTOR and BioHawk biodetectors. The extensive use of microcontroller-based circuits allows
overall system operating characteristics to be easily tailored to customer requirements. Reprogramming of sampler operation
may be performed at any time over the RS-232 link without having to disassemble the unit.

CUSTOMIZEABLE FIRMWARE
Users can modify to their liking how the SASS 2300 collects and processes samples using the PC-based software supplied with
the system. User-defined protocols can be stored in a PC and the sampler operated from that PC or the protocols can be
downloaded to the 2300’s memory. The 2300 will then follow the downloaded instruction set automatically each time it is turned
on, even if not connected to a PC.

SAMPLING PROTOCOLS
Parameters are set on theAutomatic Modescreen with radio buttons and text boxes as shown in Figure 4. For example,
selectingFan off while pump onwill cause the fan to turn off while liquid is being pumped out of the cyclone. If you instead
chooseFan on while pump on, the fan will continue to run while the cyclone is being pumped out.

PC-based window for customizing the collection protocol.

In the upper right hand corner of theAutomatic Modescreen is theDelay Before Starting First Cycletext box. A value placed in
this box will cause the air sampler to pause before starting the first sampling cycle. This is useful for example if you have stirred
up dust during set-up and want the dust to settle before sampling starts. Other text boxes allow you to set (1) how long the fan is
on; (2) the amount of time the sample discharge pump is on; (3) the amount of pause time there is between samples; (4) and the
number of sampling cycles.

TheCleaninggroup of controls shown in the bottom of Figure 4 allows the user to run an automatic cleaning protocol at the end of
each fan/pump cycle. This is a procedure wherein the sampler is repeatedly flooded with excess fluid and the fan used to
circulate this fluid before it is pumped out, thereby flushing contaminants collected during the previous sampling cycle. If no
cleaning cycle is needed, simply enter ‘0’ in theNumber of cleaning cyclesbox.

TheCleaning Routine Settingsgroup allows you to set the parameters for this routine. TheCleaning initial fill timeallows the
user to set the amount of time that the cyclone is filled with fluid. This fill time can be set in tenths of seconds and occurs
immediately upon the fan starting. TheCleaning fan run timeand theCleaning pump run timeallow the user to set the fan and
pump time for the cleaning routine. TheCleaning number of cyclesallows the user to repeat the fan/pump cycle a number of
times. Typical values for a cleaning protocol are shown in the Figure.
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Expert Users

For users who need even more control over the SASS 2300 or need to integrate it into a proprietary system, the Operating
Manual provides the user with a set of over 60 ASCII commands that can be sent over the serial data link to either control or
interrogate the sampler.

MAIN WINDOW FOR REMOTE PC OPERATION
If the SASS 2300 is being operated remotely from a PC by wire or wireless connection, the main program window in Figure 5
continuously shows key operating parameters associated with the sampler. A large graph displays the liquid sample volume
circulating in the cyclone. The vertical labels on the left side of the graph represent the raw counts from a liquid level detector
inside the SASS 2300 while the vertical labels on the right side represent the corresponding milliliters of liquid circulating in the
cyclone. The signal from the liquid level detector is displayed in red and normally oscillates about the set point that is represented
by a blue horizontal line.

Main SASS 2300 Windows software screen showing the unit operating in Collection Mode.

The upper left of the main window shows theSet Pointinformation. The set point is the desired operating volume for the cyclone
that the microcontroller-driven electronics in the SASS 2300 maintains while the fan is running, by adding make up fluid as it
evaporates or is pumped out.

To the right of theSet Pointgroup in Figure 5 is theDetected Valuegroup of controls. These controls display the reading from the
internal liquid level sensor that is used to maintain the liquid volume in the cyclone. This is the value plotted by a red line on the
graph.

TheStatusgroup in the upper right of Figure 5 shows several system operating parameters. The real-time internal electronics
temperature is displayed in theTempfield, in degrees Celsius. The temperature sensor that generates this reading is located on
the SASS 2300’s internal PC board. The operating voltage is displayed in theVoltsfield. TheFillingfield displays the status of the
pump that is used to fill the cyclone with makeup fluid when the fan is running. This pump turns on momentarily for a few seconds
at a time to assure that the proper liquid level is maintained in the cyclone. When this pump is off, theFillingfield will display the
wordOFFwith a white background. When the pump is on it will display the wordONwith a bright green background. TheBattfield
displays the percentage of battery life remaining. TheLitersfield displays the number of liters of air that have been sampled since
the fan was last turned on. If you are running inAutomatic Mode(Figure 4) this field will display the cumulative liters of air
sampled since these operations were started.

SASS 2300 SPECIFICATIONS
CHARACTERISTICCHARACTERISTIC DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

Operating principle:Operating principle: Multi-stage wetted-wall cyclone with enhanced particulate collection.Multi-stage wetted-wall cyclone with enhanced particulate collection.

Air collection rate:Air collection rate: 325 LPM using 30,000 hour life brushless fan.325 LPM using 30,000 hour life brushless fan.

ParticulatesParticulates
collection range:collection range:

0.5-10 µm. Contact Research International regarding vapor collection applications.0.5-10 µm. Contact Research International regarding vapor collection applications.

Concentration ratio:Concentration ratio: 72,000/minute nominal.72,000/minute nominal.

Liquid inventory:Liquid inventory: 4-5 cc range set at factory but adjustable by user. Proprietary control loop maintains a constant liquid volume in the sampler,4-5 cc range set at factory but adjustable by user. Proprietary control loop maintains a constant liquid volume in the sampler,

independent of collection time, temperature or humidity; useful for concentrating trace airborne analytes.independent of collection time, temperature or humidity; useful for concentrating trace airborne analytes.

SPECIFICATIONS
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Make-up water:Make-up water: 1.3 liter on-board reservoir; supplemental off-board reservoirs may be used in fixed installations: 0.8 cc/min typical1.3 liter on-board reservoir; supplemental off-board reservoirs may be used in fixed installations: 0.8 cc/min typical

evaporation rate at 20C/50% RH.evaporation rate at 20C/50% RH.

Physical size:Physical size: 18.4 cm x 21.3 cm x 34.3 cm (7.2" W x 8.4" D x 13.5" H).18.4 cm x 21.3 cm x 34.3 cm (7.2" W x 8.4" D x 13.5" H).

Weight:Weight: 3.7 kg without battery, 4.7 kg with battery (8.2/10.4 lbs). Add 1 kg (2.2 lbs) for 1 liter of water.3.7 kg without battery, 4.7 kg with battery (8.2/10.4 lbs). Add 1 kg (2.2 lbs) for 1 liter of water.

Air inlet connection:Air inlet connection: Industry-standard threaded adapter. It is recommended that third-party accessories have an airflow channel 2.54 cm diameterIndustry-standard threaded adapter. It is recommended that third-party accessories have an airflow channel 2.54 cm diameter

or larger.or larger.

Humidity OperatingHumidity Operating
Range:Range:

Non-condensing conditions.Non-condensing conditions.

TemperatureTemperature
Operating Range:Operating Range:

Above freezing conditions to 66°CAbove freezing conditions to 66°C

Power source:Power source: 12 VDC BA-5590/U primary battery, or UBI 2590 rechargeable battery, or 82-265 Volt (47-63 Hz) AC lump-in-cord power12 VDC BA-5590/U primary battery, or UBI 2590 rechargeable battery, or 82-265 Volt (47-63 Hz) AC lump-in-cord power

supply.supply.

Power consumption:Power consumption: 1.3 amps @ 12 V, 16 W.1.3 amps @ 12 V, 16 W.

Sample extraction:Sample extraction: On-board 12 cc/min peristaltic pump, manual or remotely controlled. Vial filling module included. Air sampling may continueOn-board 12 cc/min peristaltic pump, manual or remotely controlled. Vial filling module included. Air sampling may continue

during extraction.during extraction.

System controls:System controls: Microprocessor controlled. RS-232 or optional wireless link for remote operation or Microprocessor controlled. RS-232 or optional wireless link for remote operation or reprogramming. Additional TTL and motorreprogramming. Additional TTL and motor

drivers available.drivers available.

PC InterfacePC Interface
requirements:requirements: Operating System: Windows Server 2003 or 2008, Windows Vista or Windows XP.

Processor: 400 MHz Pentium processor or equivalent (Minimum), 1GHz Pentium processor or equivalent
(Recommended).

RAM: 96 MB (Minimum); 256 MB (Recommended).

Hard Disk: 1.2 MB of available space. CD drive.

Display: 800 x 600, 256 colors (Minimum); 1024 x 768 high color, 32-bit (Recommended).

Sound level:Sound level: 60 dB (A)60 dB (A)

Package:Package: Lightweight two-piece molded plastic shell with swivel-style carrying handle.Lightweight two-piece molded plastic shell with swivel-style carrying handle.

Decontamination:Decontamination: Auto-flush protocol using onboard water, or manual flush with detergent and/or disinfectant. Disposable high-performanceAuto-flush protocol using onboard water, or manual flush with detergent and/or disinfectant. Disposable high-performance

pull-through fan module.pull-through fan module.

Accessories:Accessories: Carrying case; inlet hose; inlet screen; sample bottles; rechargeable battery and charger.Carrying case; inlet hose; inlet screen; sample bottles; rechargeable battery and charger.

Approvals:Approvals: U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security certified under U.S. Safety Act of 2002U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security certified under U.S. Safety Act of 2002

Research International reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.

SASS 2300 WET AIR SAMPLER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

SASS® 2300 AIR SAMPLER
  P/N: 7000-159-038P/N: 7000-159-038

  
Includes:Includes:

SASS 2300

Voltage adapter (wall plug transformer, AC/DC)

RS-232 cable for SASS 2300 to PC communications

SASS 2300 operating manual

Instrument Quck Setup Card

SASS 2300 software CD (Windows® Server 2003 or 2008, XP, Vista or Windows 7).

RECHARGEABLE 15V LITHIUM ION BATTERY*

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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  P/N: 1000-0003-12P/N: 1000-0003-12
  
* IATA International Regulations prevent us from offering optional battery supplies to international* IATA International Regulations prevent us from offering optional battery supplies to international
customers. Customer will be advised as to local battery models and suppliers upon placement ofcustomers. Customer will be advised as to local battery models and suppliers upon placement of
order.order.

CHARGER FOR LITHIUM ION BATTERY
  P/N: 1000-0003-13P/N: 1000-0003-13

TRANSPORT CASE
  P/N: 7100-159-200-01P/N: 7100-159-200-01

  
Rugged Pelican Transport Case (padded, ruggedized carry case for transport and protection of SASSRugged Pelican Transport Case (padded, ruggedized carry case for transport and protection of SASS
2300). Includes collapsible handle and wheels for easy transport.2300). Includes collapsible handle and wheels for easy transport.

RS-232 CABLE FOR SASS TO PC COMMUNICATIONS
  P/N: 0900-0003P/N: 0900-0003

USB TO RS-232 ADAPTER
  P/N: 7000-0004-01P/N: 7000-0004-01

Comes with USB extension cable as shown.Comes with USB extension cable as shown.

8 ML SAMPLE VIAL
The bottle comes with a 25 microliter/drop removable dropper nosepiece. Can also order withThe bottle comes with a 25 microliter/drop removable dropper nosepiece. Can also order with
lyophilized buffer salts lyophilized buffer salts for use with hand-held assays (HHAs).for use with hand-held assays (HHAs).
  

  P/N: 7000-159-010-05 (5 pack)P/N: 7000-159-010-05 (5 pack)
  

  P/N: 7000-159-010-25 (25 pack)P/N: 7000-159-010-25 (25 pack)
  

  P/N: 7000-159-011-05 (5 pack with buffer salts)P/N: 7000-159-011-05 (5 pack with buffer salts)
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  P/N: 7000-159-011-25 (25 pack with buffer salts)P/N: 7000-159-011-25 (25 pack with buffer salts)

VOLTAGE ADAPTER (WALL PLUG TRANSFORMER,
AC/DC)

  P/N: 7200-159-170-01P/N: 7200-159-170-01

REPLACEMENT CYCLONE TUBE ASSEMBLY
  P/N: 7100-159-039-10P/N: 7100-159-039-10

NOTE: For existing SASS 2300 units only. Factory installation required.NOTE: For existing SASS 2300 units only. Factory installation required.

REPLACEMENT FAN FOR SASS 2300 (HIGH SPEED
BLOWER)

  P/N: 7200-159-162-01P/N: 7200-159-162-01

REPLACEMENT INLET SCREEN CAP ASSEMBLY
  P/N: 7100-159-097-06P/N: 7100-159-097-06

REPLACEMENT WATER TANK CAP
  P/N: 7100-159-080-06P/N: 7100-159-080-06

SASS 2300 HOSE ASSEMBLY
  P/N: 7100-159-140-02P/N: 7100-159-140-02

For connecting SASS 2300 to SASS 4000 concentrator. Includes hose with two threaded cuffs (P/NFor connecting SASS 2300 to SASS 4000 concentrator. Includes hose with two threaded cuffs (P/N
7100-159-207-01) and hose adapter (P/N 7100-159-206-01).7100-159-207-01) and hose adapter (P/N 7100-159-206-01).
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SASS 2300 CONNECTOR HOSE
  P/N: 7100-159-207-01P/N: 7100-159-207-01

Hose with two threaded cuffs. Adapter not included.Hose with two threaded cuffs. Adapter not included.

SASS 2300 CONNECTOR HOSE ADAPTER
  P/N: 7100-159-206-01P/N: 7100-159-206-01

Hose-end adapter for use with SASS 2300 connector hose (P/N 7100-159-207-01).Hose-end adapter for use with SASS 2300 connector hose (P/N 7100-159-207-01).

BIOLINK BLUETOOTH SERIAL DATA RADIOS
  P/N: 7000-0003-02P/N: 7000-0003-02

  
Includes:Includes:

Set of two (2) serial BioLinks (DB-9 style) with null modem adapters and USB power cables

Quick Start Guide

Two (2) +5dBi right angle, right hand antenna (400 meter range. Shown above).

Two (2) +1dBi Stub Antenna (100 meter range)

CD with software and documentation

BIOLINK BLUETOOTH SERIAL/USB DATA RADIOS
  P/N: 7000-0003-03P/N: 7000-0003-03

  
Includes:Includes:

One (1) Bluetooth serial adapter with null modem adapter and USB power cable and one (1) USB
Bluetooth adapter

Quick Start Guide

Two (2) +5dBi right angle, right hand antenna (400 meter range. Shown above).

Two (2) +1dBi Stub Antenna (100 meter range)

CD with software and documentation

+5DBI DIPOLE RIGHT ANGLE, RIGHT HAND ANTENNA
(400 METERS)

  P/N: 1100-0016-08P/N: 1100-0016-08

+9DBI PATCH ANTENNA (1,000 METERS)
  P/N: 1100-0016-09P/N: 1100-0016-09
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SINGLE BIOLINK BLUETOOTH SERIAL DATA RADIO
  P/N: 1100-0016-07P/N: 1100-0016-07

  
Includes:Includes:

One (1) Bluetooth serial adapter

Null modem adapter

USB power cable and one

One (1) +1dBi Stub Antenna (100 meter range)

Quick Start Guide

CD with software and documentation

SINGLE BIOLINK BLUETOOTH USB DATA RADIO
  P/N: 1100-0016-10P/N: 1100-0016-10

  
Includes:Includes:

One (1) USB Bluetooth wireless device

One (1) +1dBi Stub Antenna (100 meter range)

Quick Start Guide

CD with software and documentation

BIOLINK BASE STATIONS
Available in 7, 14, and 28 Bluetooth connection models (purchase BioLink units separately)Available in 7, 14, and 28 Bluetooth connection models (purchase BioLink units separately)

  Base Station A - 7 NodesBase Station A - 7 Nodes
  

  Base Station B - 14 NodesBase Station B - 14 Nodes
  

  Base Station C - 28 NodesBase Station C - 28 Nodes

HEADQUARTERS OFFICE
Research International, Inc.
17161 Beaton Road SE
Monroe, Washington 98272-1034 USA
EAST COAST OFFICE
Mr. Jon Tobelmann
1-703-625-8381

ADDRESS

info@resrchintl.com
Phone: 1-360-805-4930
Fax: 1-360-863-0439
Toll Free: 1-800-927-7831
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